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I

n all parts of the world and
throughout history, both religion
and mythology have served as major
inspirations to artists. The art of the
ancient world is filled with countless
representations of deities from
pantheons that have long since entered
the realm of “dead religions”—their
forms and stories are familiar to many
but gone are the days in which they
were honored and venerated. A unique
challenge arises, however, when a living
religion’s mythology is represented in
visual art, particularly contemporary
art; artists often face harsh disapproval
by conservatives who do not wish to see
their spiritual traditions revisioned in a
modern visual language. M.F. Husain,
an internationally-acclaimed painter,
has strived since 1947 to develop an
artistic style that pulls from traditional
cultural materials while commenting
directly on the contemporary world.
My intention in this article is to
address some of the controversies
surrounding Husain’s representations
from the Ramayana and Mahabharata
by drawing attention to the distinct
way in which his works require a
different gaze than that which is most
prevalent throughout the Hindu world
for viewing gods and goddesses. The
mass distribution of images of deities
has been in place for well over 100 years
in India, and the devotional function
of these objects has transformed not
only Indian visual culture but also what
people expect in representations of gods.

Husain’s work obliges the viewer to look
beyond the blessing potential of a deity
to its basic form, structure, and essence.
Consideration of this conventional
visual culture of India is, in my opinion,
essential to any discussion of Husain’s
work.

O

ne of the most important facets
of art in modern India has been the
pervasiveness of bright, colorful images
of gods and goddesses of the Hindu
tradition. Along with popular television
serials and the Amar Citra Katha comic
series, these vibrant representations
have been the primary vehicles of
transmission for Hindu mythology to
millions of Indians today—Hindu and
Muslim alike. While
the subject matter is
most often of Hindu
origin, the deities’
names and tales have
become an integral
part of the larger
Indian ethnography.
The characters are
the great villains
and superheroes at
battle in the psyches
of Indians, their
struggles not so
different from our
own.
As Diana Eck
writes, “In India, seeing is a kind of
touching”, and it is because of this feature
in Indian visual culture that “calendar

art” (thus named as these images are
often found on calendars distributed as
corporate gifts) has been and remains
so overwhelmingly popular. The act
of standing before a sacred image and
being in symbiotic relationship with it
is called darshan, from the Sanskrit root
drs meaning “to see”. Darshan presumes
a transmission of energy or exchange
through seeing a deity with mindful
attention and devotion. In crowded
temples, devotees strain their necks in
hopes of catching a glimpse of the deity’s
face, feet, hands, and adornments. The
eyes are the most important point of
focus, appearing large, lotus-shaped,
and with an intense outward gaze. Icons
may feature wooden or silver sandals,
flowers, or colored
powder. The hands,
two or more, hold
implements
of
great beauty and
power. Symbolic in
function, specific
forms of gods and
goddesses
have
their own particular
weapons or objects
they wield. Temple
images can appear
heavily embellished
with flowers, gold
ornaments studded
with
precious
stones, dressed in vibrantly colored
silk, and this aesthetic is replicated in
much of popular Hindu calendar art.

Diana Eck, Darsan: Seeing the Divine Image in India, New York: Columbia University Press, 1996, 9.
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All these attributes are familiar to the
viewer and their inclusion assists in the
communication of bhava or emotion
through the deity.
With so many posters being produced
and distributed throughout India
over the last century, a popular visual
culture has formed that values images
primarily on how effectively the viewer
experiences a personalized relationship
with the object than by a measure of
conventional aesthetics. Artists often use
the word sajivta, meaning livingness or
lifelikeness, to describe the ideal quality
of a god or goddess in art.2 Yogendra
Rastogi is an artist whose paintings
of Hindu deities have been printed in
millions of posters throughout India.
According to Rastogi, it is essential in
appealing to the public that a deity face
forward and look directly at the viewer.
If this does not feature in the work,
Rastogi states, a viewer will inquire, “if
he is not looking at us how will he bestow
benevolence on us?”. “Behind this,” he
says, “is partly people’s ideology…bold
colors, bold figures, front looking—
these are the most important things”.3

C

hristopher Pinney, in his book
on the printed image in India, Photos
of the Gods, refers to this as the triumph
of darshani images that permit mutual
gazing over katha (narrative) images that
have a more pedagogic function.4 While
this may be the preference of the general
public and those with strong religious
sensibilities, there has been a movement
by some Indian artists in contrast to this
tradition, and with various combating
philosophical positions. For some
formally trained artists, this particular
“Indianness” of calendar art does not
show much development or thought
within the work itself or on the part
of the artist. It is limiting, not only for
the artist who must follow this criteria
but also for the viewer who does not

experience other ways of relating to
deity images.
The work of Raja Ravi Varma (18481906) is certainly the most significant
influence on modern calendar art and
he has been lauded by many as the first
modern artist of India. Varma focused
almost exclusively on Indian mythological
themes, portraying deities and scenes from
well-known tales in oil paintings. His
body of work shows a distinct melding
of European medium and style with
culturally Indian subjects.
Late in his career, Varma opened a
printing press allowing him to create
inexpensive reproductions, making
them available in cities and villages
throughout India. Within a short time,
his paintings moved from the sector
of the wealthy and privileged into the
hearts and homes of the common people
with their distinctly Indian sensibilities.
Whereas his mythological narratives were
most amenable to Western art historical
evaluations and favored by his colonial
patrons, the Indian audience was more
interested in the iconic representations
that acknowledged the presence of the
viewer. The viewers valued the blessings
the deities could give them over the
artist’s ability to depict realistic scenes
or place the viewer as active participant
within the composition.5 This preference
dominates even today in contemporary
India where reproductions of Varma’s
darshani images remain far more popular
than his narrative compositions.
The Progressive Artists Group, of
which Husain was a part, sought to
develop a new visual language that
pulled from the cultural materials
of India, communicated in strokes
and marks unfamiliar (and perhaps
unnerving) to the Indian public. They
sought to develop a style that was alive
and original, something born of and
emblematic of Post-Independence
India’s new identity. While they faced

accusations of destroying India’s great
artistic traditions, Husain disagrees,
stating, “Our work was truly Indian in
form, nature, and spirit… We refused to
be realistic, ornamental or imitative.”6

H

usain had worked as a billboard
painter in Bombay for several
years before matriculating at the J.J.
School of Art, one of the nation’s
most reputed art institutions. From
their European “masters”, the Indian
art students learned new ideas and
of movements that had developed in
Europe over the centuries. In contrast
to the “idols” of the Hindu pantheon
that saturated Indian culture with their
assumed distance and ritual function,
students were exposed to “privileged
art” with its subtle indirectness and
absorbed figures.7
According to art historian Michael
Fried, the most influential force of
change in European art from the 18th
century to modernity involved the
absence of the viewer; the subjects
depicted in “good art” denied the
presence of the viewer by being fully
absorbed in action.8 To view the
protagonists absorbed in a particular
scene or situation allows for the
viewer to make connections with his/
her own lived experience. The viewer
enters the seen rather than remaining
a passive witness. Such a relationship
to imagery differed entirely from the
darshani relationship to gods and
goddesses, and this inspired the young
artists of the time to incorporate these
European elements into their work.
Furthermore, to use mythological
or religious themes that could also
incite contemporary significance was
considered the most serious form of
painting in the academies of Europe,
and this notion influenced the
Progressives to guide Indian art into a
new direction.
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A

s an artist who first gained
recognition in the year of India’s
independence, Husain has consistently
commented on the situations facing his
own nation by executing works pulled
from the abundant wellspring of Indian
mythology. He communicates the
essence of the moral lessons embedded
in India’s ancient tales in his own style
that is markedly Indian while negating
what he considers the unnatural and
manufactured sentiments found within
much of Indian art. Rather than painting
iconic canvases that would uphold the
accepted devotional function of art, he
paints images that allow for the viewer
to make connections between the fate
presented in the work and his/her own.
His intention is to generate a sense of
association or empathy between the
viewer and the dramatic character(s)
depicted that is entirely different
from the sentiments evoked through
darshan.
Perhaps more than any other Indian
artist, Husain has been concerned with
the fate of India in his paintings.9 The
Mahabharata and the Ramayana are
two epics that are the ideal ground
on which to make commentaries on
war, civil struggle, morality, and the
victory of good over evil in Indian
history. The Mahabharata is the great
Indian epic that is, according to scholar,
V.S. Sukthankar, “the content of our
collective
unconscious…we
must
recognize that it is our past which has
prolonged itself into the present. We are
it”.10 The story is laden with images of
dishonesty, immorality, shady deals, and
a complete disregard for righteousness.
With the climax being a battle between
two rivalling factions, both of the
same blood, the story seemed an ideal
vehicle for Husain to remark on India’s
own internal struggles while affirming
an inclusive, unified, diverse Indian
cultural identity.11
Husain first visited the Mahabharata
as a subject in 1971 in preparation for

the Bienal de Sao Paolo to which he
had been offered exclusive exhibition
space along with artist, Pablo Picasso.12
Inspired in part by Picasso’s vision of war
and tragedy, Guernica, Husain focused
his energy on approaching the subject
from an absolutely original slant, giving
form to the raw elemental potency
embedded in the Mahabharata through
“cinematic energy” and simplistic
forms.13 In his works he conveyed a
vision of the catastrophic horrors of war
and deception.
The main thing about it was
form…All this philosophy, religion
that was secondary. This is pure
structure…I’m not educating anyone.
It is purely imagery which only such
an epic can imagine. You just look…
you don’t have to ask the question,
what does it mean? The moment
you say this, then you are leaving
the painting…you are reading the
painting.14
He revisited the theme in 1983
when, in collaboration with his
American friend and collector, Chester
Herwitz, Husain created a set of eleven
lithographic prints that followed
the narrative more closely than his
1971 canvases. His characteristic
Cubist style functions to contrast
aspects of individuals or multiple
figures in single compositions. This
style of representation evokes the
many juxtapositions that form the
Indian nation and identity: disparate
religions, poverty and wealth, life and
death, “then” and “now”. A black and
white study opens the series with the
wise teacher, Bhishma, lying on a bed
of arrows pierced through his body.
His character symbolizes the pure
essence of the Mahabharata. He is
the great uncle of the Pandavas and
Kauravas, the two families engaged
in the central battle of the epic. He
embodies dignity of character, a life

of great power and suffering, one who
courageously endures his own karmic
battles. Written on this page are two
quotations: from the Rig Veda, “Let
noble thoughts come to us from every
side” and by scholar, C. Rajagopalachari:
…The persons and incidents
portrayed in the great literature of a
people influence national character no
less potently than the actual heroes and
events enshrined in its history…the
former play an even more important
part in the formation of ideals,
which give to character its impulse of
growth…The Mahabharata discloses
a rich civilization and highly evolved
society which, though of an older
world, strangely resembles the India
of our time…
Husain’s suite of images present
the Mahabharata as an allegory for
contemporary India. The characters of
the drama are molded of thick lines
and a narrow range of tones, their
movement and grace suggested through
sharp, broken planes of solid color.
The great universal myth is conveyed
through faceless universal figures whose
struggles are our very own. Grace and
divine pride are expressed without
the conventional elements used to
evoke a more immediate response
in the viewer. The figures are not
occupied with the viewer at all; they
simply appear and move somewhat
like us, engaged in their own reality
as it unfolds. The traits emphasized in
traditional images—eyes, hands, feet,
and adornments—are intentionally
dis-regarded by Husain in an effort
to present the figures in their most
basic, essential, and raw forms. As
many “modern” artists before him, he
attempts to evoke authentic emotion
or response in the viewer rather than
the contrived reaction produced by
the familiar images found throughout
India.
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Lord Śiva and Pārvātī

G

Yamuna presents the
two river goddesses in motion,
as if swimming in opposite directions.
Ganga, goddess of the Ganges River
and mother to Bhishma, appears white
in color with a pink lotus placed above
anga and

her head. She has the circular mark of
a Hindu woman on her forehead, and
a piece of fabric wrapped around her
waist. Her right arm extends beyond
the visual field, as do her feet. Below
her chest is written, in Devanagari,

‘GANGA’. Yamuna, goddess of the
Yamuna River and sister of Yama,
appears dark in color, swimming away
from Ganga with her left hand extended
out of the river toward the hand of
Ganga as a fish peers its head out from
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the water. One foot is visible, the other
apparently submerged in water. She,
too, appears faceless with the mark
of a Hindu woman on her brow. Her
long, dark hair hangs down her back
and the word ‘YAMUNA’ is written by
her feet. The figures, though somewhat
abstracted, are attractive, naturalistic in
proportion and shape. The elaborate
ornamentation found in conventional
representations is replaced by energetic
lines and very few colors. The curves of
their bodies move in harmony with the
ripples in the water. They appear not as
decorated devotional representations,
but as river nymphs, two magical forms
who seem to materialize out of the rivers
only to dissolve back into them again.
They are the spirits contained within
these sacred waters.
Draupadi, the central female figure, is
the wife of the five Pandava brothers and
appears in two images—Draupadi with
Five Incarnations and Draupadi with
Dice. In Draupadi with Dice, Husain
depicts one of the most memorable

6
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scenes from the epic. The Kauravas invite
the Pandavas to a rigged game of dice,
resulting in the loss of all possessions of
the Pandava brothers. When they have
lost everything they are coerced into
gambling off their wife whom they also
lose in the game. Draupadi is brought
into the hall where efforts are made to
humiliate her in public by tearing away
her sari in front of the spectators. Having
faith in Lord Krishna, she calls on him to
protect her from disgrace. The more her
sari is tugged off her body, the more silk
miraculously appears covering it. In the
end, she is rescued from embarrassment
and her husband, Bhishma, vows to slay
Dhuryodhana, leader of the Kaurava
clan. As one of the most dramatic scenes
from the Mahabharata, the humiliation
of Draupadi has been depicted in
countless works of art that highlight
Draupadi’s devotion to Krishna rather
than the actual trauma she endures.
Husain’s vision reveals a tormented
figure literally caught within a game of
dice. Colored blocks surround the figure

of Draupadi whose sari is being pulled
off from beyond the visual field. Husain
gives his faceless figure a mouth that is
round, gaping, as if screaming in horror.
There is no reference to her husbands
or Krishna’s divine intervention; the
moment Husain chooses to depict
focuses on the emotional power and
intensity of Draupadi’s experience of
terror and humiliation. This is the very
injustice and immorality that underlies
so many aspects of the epic and
eventually leads to war.

H

usain also explores the struggle
between good and evil in his
series based on Hanuman who features
prominently in the epic, Ramayana.
Hanuman is ancient India’s “unlikely
hero”—a monkey who is the perfect
devotee, who forgets his own power,
whose physical strength far outweighs
his intellectual capacity. In the epic,
Rama’s wife, Sita, is abducted by the
King of Lanka, Ravana. Rama with his
brother, Lakshmana, and Hanuman,

Lord Višņu The All-Pervader

embarks on a turbulent journey to rescue
his wife and destroy Ravana. From
violent wrath to simplemindedness and
insecurity, Husain presents Hanuman’s
“human” aspects, expanding the viewer’s
perception of the great immortal hero of
India.
In many ways, Hanuman is an outsider
in the tale of the Ramayana. Hanuman
brings an instinct and knowledge gained
from living in the jungle amongst
other animals and creatures. He is the
perfect devotee whose loyalty to Lord
Rama is unparalleled. He has incredible
strength and an even grander capacity
for greatness but, at various times in the
story, he simply forgets the potential
he embodies. His inner experience is
ironically human; Hanuman second
guesses himself, he is harassed by
self-doubt and must be reminded of
his powers. This is the “humanity”
that Husain attempts to evoke in his
series. Hanuman is the hero that the
human race is waiting for and he is the
revolutionary that all of us have the
potential to become.
The series, also produced in
collaboration with Chester Herwitz,
opens with a frontispiece and features
ten color images presenting Hanuman
in scenes from and inspired by the
Ramayana. While some have criticized
a number of Husain’s works from this
series for not being true to the original
legend, it seems his intention is not
to chronicle the epic in a linear or
logical form. With Rama appearing in
only two of the ten works, the focus is
evidently not to recount the Ramayana,
but to present the essence or energy of
Hanuman through various styles and
depictions.

“S

uper” Hanuman with Rama and Sita

in his Heart (also called Hanuman:
The Original Superman) is inspired by the
popular calendar art images of Hanuman
tearing open his chest to reveal Rama and
Sita dwelling inside his heart. Hanuman
is rendered with a strong body, running
against a dark background and simple
landscape. Contrary to many popular
images showing the subject wearing
heavy gold ornaments and precious
stones, Hanuman is completely

unadorned and wears only a small red
garment that evokes the tight underwear
worn by Christopher Reeve in the film,
Superman. Both the original film and its
sequel, Superman II (released in 1980,
the year before Husain completed this
series), were immensely popular in
India where the American concept of a
“superhero” took the nation by storm. In
the early 1980’s, Hanuman was the most

authentic Indian “hero” that inspired
the imaginations of children and adults.
Husain plays with the image of Clark
Kent tearing open his shirt to reveal the
emblematic “S” by depicting Hanuman
in the recognizable pose. Hanuman’s
facial features are clearly rendered with
eyes open and wide, looking off to the
side. There is an air of innocence in
his expression mixed with concern.
October 2009
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Resorting once again to a simplistic style
of representation, Husain constructs the
figures of Rama and Sita out of minimal
lines. Rama is a faceless figure with broad
shoulders and the suggestion of a dhoti.
He raises his right arm as if to issue a
blessing or call on Hanuman for help.
Sita is also faceless with a knot of hair
atop her head, breasts, and the suggestion
of a skirt.
Dynamic speed and haste are the
energies most effectively transmitted in
this work. Hanuman is shown with his
face in profile; there is no engagement
whatsoever with the viewer as he is
fully absorbed in the task before him.
By intentionally turning the face of
Hanuman away from beholder, Husain
presents qualities of Hanuman that
are perhaps not quite as effectively
conveyed in traditional images. He is
focused, determined, unstoppable in
his concentration. He connects the
ancient figure to the modern world
by presenting him as he might appear
in a contemporary myth of our times.
Hanuman is not a distant or iconic
deity who is beyond humanity or from
another era. He is a determined savior
whose story holds significance today.
Like Clark Kent, he is very much
like all of us and this is what gives
meaning to the modern-day myth of
superheroes. The gods and goddesses
may dwell in realms beyond our own,
but a hero emerges out of an earthly
race. He signifies the power we have for
greatness, courage, and to fight in the
face of terrible adversity.

H

anuman Torching Lanka with his
Flaming Tail shows the protagonist
in one if his most triumphant
achievements. After meeting Sita in the
Ashoka grove, Hanuman is captured
and brought before Ravana where it
is ordered that he be paraded through
the streets as a captive with his tail set
on fire. Having received blessings from
Rama, Hanuman does not feel any
pain, shrinks his size and escapes. With
his tail ablaze he jumps from rooftop
to rooftop, setting the kingdom of
Lanka on fire before returning to Rama.
15
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Husain’s rendition is one of the most
vibrant, energetic images in the series
featuring a golden Hanuman leaping
across a burning cityscape. The flames
of his tail are set against a purple and
orange orb. Hanuman’s mace is raised
up and positioned playfully where
his face would be, his left hand in the
recognizable and distinctly Indian
gesture that accompanies the expression
“vah”, meaning “great” or “splendid”.
He is pleased with his conquest, in a
celebratory mood, and immersed in his
own glory.
Hanuman faces forward as one might
expect in a darshani image but there is
no exchange of gazes between the subject
and the viewer. Husain obliterates the
traditional relationship between deity
and devotee by skillfully placing an
object right in front of Hanuman’s face
in this work. With no access to the
deity’s eyes or face, the viewer is forced
to engage in a different relationship
with the subject that is not obscured by
habitual feelings of piety. The beholder
is driven into considering other
dimensions of Hanuman’s personality
and his role in the Ramayana. The image
clearly displays how much emphasis is
placed on the face in traditional Indian
art while revealing that it is possible
to communicate essence in a more
expressive, basic manner.

H

usain may very well be India’s
most acclaimed artist but most
of the attention he has received is not
for his contributions to modern Indian
art. He has been the focus of significant
negative criticism, primarily for his
representation of Hindu subjects. He
has faced legal action for “offending
religious sentiments”, galleries featuring
his work have been ransacked, his
paintings have been destroyed in public
exhibition spaces and his own home
has been targeted by groups seeking
retribution for his actions. There is a
definitive split between those who see
value in his representations and those
who see hatred toward Hinduism. The
crux of the problem, many defenders
of Husain believe, is that he is viewed

first and foremost as a Muslim by
his critics than as an Indian. I believe
this is one part of the issue; some may
presume negative sentiments in his
work informed by the larger historical
conflict between Hindus and Muslims.
At the same time, Syed Haider Raza, an
eminent Indian painter who was also
part of the Progressive Artists Group,
comes from a Muslim background
and paints canvases that pull from
Hindu philosophy and scripture. No
significant cases have been filed against
Raza for being a Muslim experimenting
with Hindu themes so the issue is more
complex than just that.
Beyond the fact that Husain is
Muslim, what troubles most who take
offense at his work is that the most
important and familiar traits of viewing
images of Indian mythological figures
have been abstracted or eradicated.
Husain’s modern visual language cannot
be “read” using traditional methods. In
popular calendar art, an artist aims to
create an image that conveys “the good,
the true, and the beautiful” through
a quality of livingness.15 In contrast,
Husain’s formal experimentation is
viewed as a wicked perversion of the
subject. The obliteration of facial
expressions, large outward-gazing eyes,
elaborate ornamentation, and blessing
hands oblige the viewer to look beyond
the customary attributes for meaning
that comes from a deeper and perhaps
more authentic place. The same quality
of bhava (emotion) that calendar artists
evoke in the eyes and expressions of their
subjects, Husain strives to reproduce in
as basic a visual language as possible. His
work does not seek to be recognizable
or instantly familiar, but rather strives
to communicate essence in a context
relevant to contemporary times. By
presenting his figures as absorbed in
action, Husain strips away the routine
practice of darshan. By severing this
subject-object relationship, Husain
brings the viewer into the realm of these
two cosmic mythological struggles.
When his work can be viewed with
these considerations, one can begin to
understand how challenging it is for an

artist to communicate beauty, power,
essence and unity in a figure without
even a face as a reference point.
The Mahabharata and Ramayana
are amongst the richest and most
important epics in all of human history.
They certainly hold particular religious
significance for Hindus but it is essential
to consider the universal value of what
is contained in them. As cultural
commentator, Chidananda DasGupta,
stated, it is deplorable “that one of the
world’s greatest and most universal
epics should be reduced to the religious
text of a community”.16 In order for
the fullness and power of myth to be
articulated through art, the viewer must
approach the work with inquisitiveness.
One of the qualities of visual art is that
it tends to break from “tradition” over
time; a particular visual or symbolic
language may become outdated, new
thought results in new imagery, art
is in a constant state of being defined
and redefined. The potential conflict
between religion and modern art is
something that necessitates space for
inquiry—it becomes an individual’s
own responsibility to look deeper,
ask questions, reach an essential truth
through personal investigation. As
distinguished artist, K.G. Subramanyan,
states, “All faiths, myths, and institutions
need to be subjected to critical scrutiny
from time to time. To protect them
from this is to undervalue their worth.”17
Out of basic misunderstanding and
misinterpretation, many see hatred,
disrespect, and hooliganism on the part
of the artist. What they miss are the
statements of heroism, service, unity,
diversity, and the triumph of good
over evil expressed in Husain’s works
discussed in this article. What is required
here is an understanding that there is,
indeed, something of great value to be
gained by one who examines Husain’s
work from a perspective where darshan
is not the aim. A new visual language
necessarily requires a new way of seeing,
and it is only by considering this concept
that Husain’s work can serve a useful
function in modern India.
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